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Untapped Potential

Shelby Lubienski/MJ

Ray Metz, UM-Dearborn’s new Vice Chancellor of Enrollment Management and Student Life, spoke to The Michigan Journal prior to the university’s spring break. Metz officially began
working in his new position on March 1. He hopes to create a Dean of Students position and a strategic enrollment plan, define the next generation of student life and invest in ahtletics.

Metz Ready to
Improve Campus
in New Position
By RICKY LINDSAY
Editor-in-Chief
@RLindz35

When Ray Metz came to the University of MichiganDearborn in 2001, he believed the university had more
untapped potential than any he had ever seen.
Fifteen years later, that untapped potential remains, and
is one of several reasons that keeps him at the university.
Metz began his tenure as UM-Dearborn’s Vice
Chancellor of Enrollment Management and Student Life
on March 1. He served in an interim role since January

2015 and was formerly he was Chief of Staff to Chancellor
Daniel Little.
Metz spoke to The Michigan Journal prior to UMDearborn’s spring break, touching on both sides of his new
job, changes that could be coming to the university in the
near future and the relationship with U-M Ann Arbor.
Metz said he would like to create a Dean of Students
position and a strategic enrollment plan, define the next
generation of student life and invest in athletics.
UM-Dearborn would like to hire a Dean of Students
“within in the next six months,” according to Metz.
“If we hire a Dean of Students, I think it would be
nice if the students had already sort of set an expectation
of what they’d like student life to be, so a new person
coming in as Dean of Students would try to create what the
students would like,” he said. “There’s no question that I
want to be supportive of student life, but I think between
enrollment management and student life, it’s a big job. I’d
like to have a full-time person who is dedicated to really

paying attention to the needs of students and doing a great
job of that.”
A Dean of Students ties into the future of student
life, which Metz believes needs to be “better defined by
students” and “defined over a period of time.”
“I’m kind of excited about what the next generation
of student life will look like on the campus — what
kind of spaces, what kind of organizations, what kind of
expectations the students have. I think all of that will sort
of change,” Metz said. “I’ve been saying for probably
three years now (that) student life will look kind of
different on this campus because we’ll have a different set
of expectations coming from the students.”
Metz said Little has asked him to work on a strategic
enrollment plan, which he anticipates will take nine to 12
months to complete.

Metz
continued on page 2

Hockey Falls in Second Round of
ACHA National Tournament
By Erick Lehman
Managing Editor
@ELehman29

The weekend started out
strong for the University of
Michigan-Dearborn hockey
team, and confidence was
high after the first day
of the ACHA National
Tournament.
The Wolverines saw
Syracuse upset Illinois,
and Mercyhurst nearly
take down Delaware in
the first two games of
the tournament, and head
coach Chris Haltinner was
admittedly nervous headed

what’s
inside
the MJ

into the first round game
against Navy.
The reason for worry
was naught, however, was
the Wolverines easily took
care of Navy as Nate Ferris
anchored his team to a
victory, earning the shutout.
UM-Dearborn was able
to get two goals from
Andrew Palushaj, as well as
goals from Jeff McFarland,
Kevin Bechard and T.J. Zak
in the winning effort.
The Wolverines took
the win over Navy 5-0
and the confidence of the
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team was sky high headed
into the second round
matchup against defending
national champion Central
Oklahoma.
The confidence lasted
most of the first period of
the second round game, and
then the wheels fell off.
Palushaj
continued
his hot streak for the
Wolverines, scoring a goal
midway through the first
period to give his team a
1-0 lead.

ACHA Nationals
continued on page 7

Ricky Lindsay/MJ
Freshman forward Kevin Bechard celebrates a goal in the first round of the ACHA National Tournament.
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Love Your Melon Hits Campus
By Maria Kanso
Staff Reporter

Love Your Melon, a nonprofit organization, lately
branched to the University of
Michigan-Dearborn campus
to give students the privilege
of helping kids who battle
cancer.
An apparel company run
by college students across the
country, Love Your Melon
was first initiated in 2012 by
two college students at the
University of Minnesota,
Zach Quinn and Brian Keller.
The main purpose of this
organization is to put a hat on
every child battling cancer.
When a hat is purchased,
another gets donated for a
child battling cancer to bring
joy and show support.
“The fact that there are
children with cancer out
there in the world who don’t
get [publicity] and are just in
hospital beds worried about
the last little bit of hair on
their heads is heartbreaking,”
said Alexandra Davalos, a
pre-business student at UMDearborn. “When I heard that
the organization gives a hat

profits to cancer foundations,
such as CureSearch, one that
is directly aimed at cancer
research, and the Pinky Swear
Foundation, which helps
support the families of those
battling cancer.
Students can help promote
Love Your Melon products by
clicking on the UM-Dearborn
crew when they checkout
during their purchase online.
The crew will be then be
given credit, and the company
gives them promotion kits of
stickers and bracelets to pass
around campus as the credits
get higher.
Love Your Melon gives
hats to kids with cancer
when it reaches 100 credits.
Members have a chance to
go to hospitals and places
in the community wearing
superhero costumes to cheer
the children up while giving
them the hats.
“It’s just kind of reminding
them of happiness and all
those kind of things,” Ewald
said.
One of the plans of the
Love Your Melon crew
at UM-Dearborn is to

when one is bought, I was in.”
Jordan Ewald, a journalism
and screen studies and
communication
student,
had the idea of initiating
Love Your Melon at UMDearborn after she saw a
student on campus wearing a
Love Your Melon hat. After
finding out that several other
students were interested in
the same cause, Ewald sent an
application to the company,
which was accepted on Feb.
15.
“I think that being my
age and being in college,
everything is me-driven,”
said Ewald. “It’s really
exciting just knowing that
you’re doing something and
you’re making a difference
for someone that you don’t
even know.”
The Love Your Melon
crew at UM-Dearborn has
reached 20 members, which
is considered maximum
capacity. By promoting their
message on social media,
the crew hopes to gain more
supporters.
The company has grown
enough to give 50 percent of its

News and Notes
By Olea Hokes
Staff Reporter

Digital Education Day
Come join the Office of Digital Education
and the Hub for Teaching and Learning
Resources for its first annual UM-Dearborn
Education Day, located at the University Center
on Friday, March 11 from 9:30 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Enjoy a day of seminars including panels and
workshops on variety Digital Education topics.
All sessions include lunch, and registration is
required. Contact Christopher Casey for more
information at chriscas@umich.edu.
Zumba at UM-Dearborn
Have you heard UM-Dearborn has its own
Zumba class at the Wellness Center? Come
join Christina Painter and Britney Fressel every
Wednesday night between 5 p.m. – 6 p.m.

Logo courtesy of theodysseyonline.com

cooperate with other student
organizations and host more
events to spread the word as
much as possible.
“We foresee events to

Zumba is a fun and exciting fitness dance class.
Anyone can attend and the first visit is free. If
you crave more Zumba, Painter and Fressel
also teach on Monday from 6 p.m. – 7 p.m. at
the Fairlane Woods Apartment Clubhouse. The
cost for drop in is only $5. For more information
checkout www.christinapainter.zumba.com.
Superheroes: The Colors of Justice –
Diversity in Comics
The University Of Michigan Detroit Center

hockey team.
“There’s certainly a number of students who — if we had the
programs — would be interested in us that are not interested in
us right now because we don’t have those programs,” Metz said.
“We hope to add three to five sports in the next three years, so
that I think will make a difference.”
Metz said the university is scheduled to replace the
Fieldhouse’s court “in the next year.” The Fieldhouse currently
has a rubber court that houses volleyball, men’s and women’s
basketball and softball and lacrosse practices. He said the court
“needs” to be wooden.
Other areas of need when it comes to athletics are the Wellness
Center — which Metz said “badly” needs an update “in terms of
equipment and support” — and the hockey rink. Metz pointed
out storage, boards and zamboni issues that the rink has.
Untapped potential is not limited to UM-Dearborn’s campus,
though. Metz believes untapped potential is present with the

Metz
continued from page 1
“Some of the things I know that are being discussed range
from stronger academic qualifications coming in for students.
We’ve been down that path for the last 10 years and I think there’s
an ongoing commitment to making sure we do that,” Metz said.
“And then there’s a number of things that we need to be doing;
one of them is technology. We’re one of the few schools around
that doesn’t have what’s considered to be a customer relations
management software package, which is just designed help
to build stronger relationships between high school students,
potential students and students who come here.”
Metz also views athletics as an important component to his
new position and wants to invest in it.
One way to do this is by adding more sports. UM-Dearborn
currently has nine varsity sports, including its varsity club

promote Love Your Melon
and we have fun and creative
ideas,” said Gina Verduzco,
special education student
and vice president of Love

Your Melon at UM-Dearborn.
“I think Love Your Melon
could bring groups of people
together. With events in mind,
many people can participate.”

is proud to present a Comic Book Symposium.
The event is open to the public on Saturday,
March 12 from 9 a.m. – 3 pm. View over 125
comic books and action figures. The symposium
features panelist, discussion, screening of Black
Superman and a tribute to Dwayne McDuffie.
Lunch and light refreshments will be served.
RSVP at detroitcenter.umich.edu. The UM
Detroit Center is located at 3663 Woodward
Ave., Suite 150 in Detroit.

university’s relationship with U-M Ann Arbor.
Metz said Little has asked him to build a stronger relationship
with U-M’s enrollment management because students that don’t
get admitted to the Ann Arbor campus may have a future at UMDearborn.
“There’s no question that there’s a lot of high-quality students
that want to get a University of Michigan degree, and many
of them apply to Ann Arbor and don’t get in. Some of them
have a future here,” Metz said. “If you look at the Ann Arbor
relationship, the regional campuses for other Big Ten schools
have a much stronger relationship when it comes to enrollment,
and so there’s a huge potential there.
“And we don’t know exactly what will happen, but if there
are 20,000 students that are interested in Ann Arbor and don’t
get into Ann Arbor, if we had one percent of those students, it
would change this campus forever.”
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Republican GOP Debate Recap
By GHADEER ALARADI
Opinions Editor

Ghadeer Alaradi is the Opinions Editor for the Michigan
Journal. Ghadeer’s views do not necessarily reflect those of
the Journal.
The most recent republican GOP Debate happened right here
in Detroit, in Fox Theatre on Thursday, March 3. To recap for
those who didn’t watch it: you didn’t miss much. The majority
of the debate was spent bashing other presidential candidates
and challenging Donald Trump by the Fox moderators present.
Trump was challenged by his inconsistencies in the past, and
his lack of consistency with his stance on different issues such
as Syrian refugees and immigration laws. He was the target
of many accusations, insults and hard-hitting questions by his
rivals and the moderators. I give credit to the moderators for
asking those challenging questions to Trump, but they could
have given everyone equal attention.
By giving Trump more attention than the other candidates,
it allows him to become the most talked-about candidate, even

if it is not in a good way. Trump loves the attention, whether
it be bad or good. He loves the spotlight, and by placing more
attention on him, Trump comes out stronger at the end. Trump
was questioned about the university he started, called Trump
University, and the lawsuits he faced because of it. He defended
his lawsuit, saying that students who took courses gave them
great ratings, even if evidence claims otherwise.
Trump is a bigoted, hateful and ignorant presidential
candidate. The more people give him a chance to talk, the
more people give in to his crazy ideas. Just because he is not
a politician, people think he would be a great candidate. How
is that criteria to becoming president of the most powerful
country in the world? I don’t understand how some Americans
believe he would be a great leader.
The rest of the candidates spent their time making sure they
got the message across that Trump is not fit for presidency. They
were threatened by him, and the competition between them
was incredibly evident. Marco Rubio and Ted Cruz teamed
up on Trump, claiming he uses foreign workers rather than
Americans at Mar-a-Lago, his club in Palm Beach, Florida. It
seemed as if Trump was on the defense the whole time.
During a heated discussion between Cruz and Trump, Cruz
treated Trump as if he was a child having a tantrum telling him
to “Breathe, breathe, breathe.” Marco Rubio then added humor
by saying he will answer the question, “when they’re done
doing yoga.” After Cruz and Rubio insulted Trump saying he
was a con artist and had “small hands,” they were asked if they
would support him if he was the republican nominee. Guess

what they said? They said that they would gladly support him,
after insulting him and claiming he’s not fit for the presidency.
To me, this was like watching a reality TV show rather than
a presidential candidate debate. It boggles me that these kind of
people are running for president of the United States, the most
important job in the country. People who insult each other,
want to build walls and are completely disrespectful and racist,
want to run for president.
In order to become president, the candidate must be openminded to other cultures, religions, languages, etc. because
he/she will be dealing with foreign countries. They must be
respectful, open, and kind to all people. If these candidates
aren’t willing to treat each other with dignity and respect, then
how will they be able to make rational, mature, decisions as
president?
As current President Barack Obama said, “Being president
is a serious job. It’s not hosting a talk show or a reality show.
It’s not promotion. It’s not marketing. It’s hard.” If these
candidates keep embarrassing themselves by mocking each
other, they will never make it to the White House.
In an Aljazeera plus video, fifth graders were shown reacting
to the Republican debate. 10-year-old Oliver Andress said,
“They all just want to get in the White House. They will play
dirty.” 11-year-old Reagan Baird said, “You’re adults, you’re
not children.” If fifth graders can see that these candidates are
nothing but a joke, then I have hope in the American people
that they think smart, research their policies and make a wise
decision when they vote.

My Experience at a Trump Rally
By LAUREN UNDERWOOD
Guest Columnist

Lauren Underwood is a guest columnist for the Michigan
Journal. Lauren’s views do not necessarily reflect those of the
Journal.
Okay, so I’m going to go ahead and share my experience
at Donald Trump’s rally in Warren, Mich. today. We’ll start
with why I went. I am a firm believer in being educated on all
candidates, not just the one you’re rooting for, so my friend
Stephanie and I decided to attend.
If you know me, it’s no surprise that I am not a fan of Trump due
to his racist, misogynist, and popularity-searching “campaign.”
But I try to keep an open mind, understanding that people have
different views and everyone is entitled to their own.
I wore a shirt bashing Trump, and Stephanie wore a proBernie Sanders baseball hat. We had no intentions of causing a
scene, starting any fights or even speaking negatively towards
any Trump supporters. We stood in the crowd with everyone
else, even made small talk with a few different people, asking
back and forth about each other’s views. A woman supporting
Trump even complimented our hat and shirt.
This is not a post to bash all Trump supporters. Most of the
people we spoke to were very kind to us, as we were to them.
Trump came out and started his speech. As hard as it was, we
ignored the screams and chants of building walls and deporting
citizens. We stood quietly and listened to the man speak. Every
15 or so minutes, a scene would happen where the crowd would
yell about protestors and Trump would scream, “Get them out,

chatting with even stood up for us, explaining that we weren’t
doing anything and weren’t being disruptive.
By now the crowd was chanting their U.S.A. chant and a large
portion was also booing us out. Our walk through the crowd
was very upsetting — we were being screamed at and filmed,
and even one man said “Go to China if you like communism so
much!” Communism? Don’t you mean democratic socialism?
Also, during the walk out, some attendees would high-five
us or shake our hands, and thank us for coming and supporting
Bernie. It felt weird to be thanked, due to us not doing anything
besides standing quietly. As the two men walked us out, one
explained that if we returned we would be arrested. Stephanie
quickly asked why that was. The man replied with “They don’t
want you here,” to which she said “Isn’t it a constitutional right
to silently protest?” The officer replied “Not here.”
The rude remarks and yells didn’t stop at the door, for Trump
Photo courtesy of Lauren Underwood. supporters who didn’t get in greeted us with just as much hatred.
send them out of here!” and the crowd would scream “U.S.A., The walk back to my truck even included a man yelling from
U.S.A., U.S.A.,” until the attendees who were asked to leave his car about how this was for Trump people and that we didn’t
were escorted out.
belong here and shouldn’t have come.
So, about 45 minutes to an hour into his speech, a group
This kind of hatred is what is ruining this country. To think
of teenage boys — who had been harassing us the entire time that my right to protest was taken from me at a rally scares the
while we ignored their comments — screamed and pointed at us, hell out of me — for if Trump actually became president and
yelling for us to be kicked out. At first we laughed it off, of course got that power, what else would he take away from us if he can’t
we couldn’t be kicked out, we were just standing here silently.
even stand two teenage girls standing silently at a free, public
Wrong. A secret service member and a police officer were event?
there within the minute, grabbed Stephanie and I by our arms,
If you’re thinking of voting Trump this year, please rethink
and started to lead us out. One of the Trump supporters we were your stance. This much hate belongs nowhere near the presidency.

The Impending Hour: the Reasons and
Reality of Daylight Saving Time
By YOUSUF ALI
Staff Columnist

Yousuf Ali is a staff columnist for the Michigan Journal.
Yousuf ’s views do not necessarily reflect those of the Journal.
There was a people who accepted annual anguish
They would set their clocks forward, and in tiredness, they
would languish
It would increase daylight, they were led to believe
As to how, no one could conceive
Upon learning more, the change, they chose to vanquish
It is that time of year once more, when everyone forfeits
a hour of sleep without the slightest idea why. Whatever
reasoning or explanation that is given invariably creates more
questions than it answers. If so few people seem to understand
the practice, why do we even do it in the first place? Before
evaluating the practice, it is essential to understand the history
and the reasoning behind it.
To a certain extent, the time change is part of the natural
human instinct to schedule one’s activities around when the
sun is out, but the change that we undergo during Daylight
Saving Time (DST) is anything but natural. DST, which will
occur March 13, was first introduced by Germany in World
War I in order to save fuel; however, it was only after World
War II that it became widespread. In America, DST was
mandated nationally in 1966 by the Uniform Time Act, and
states have to specifically opt out of DST rather than choose
to accept the time change, as a consequence. Amongst policy
makers, there is some attempt to explain how DST could
possibly benefit us.
The initial justification behind DST was to save energy.
This makes sense if light is the primary source of energy;
however, as we have incorporated more electronics into our
lives, this justification seems tenuous to say the least. Perhaps,
the less anachronistic justification is that DST essentially
realigns our schedules with that of the sun. Even more
directly, DST proponents claim that the time change actually
reduces car accidents and benefits the sports and recreation
industry. They argue that since people are driving when the
sun is out, they can see more and will drive safer as a result.

Photo courtesy of alphacoders.com.

Upon closer scrutiny, these claims about the benefits of DST
fail to justify the practice.
DST is not a mere annoyance; rather, it is an anachronistic
practice with fatal consequences. The reasoning behind the
claim that DST actually reduces car accidents fails to take
into account a crucial factor: sleep deprivation. Put simply,
DST causes most people to lose sleep, people who lose sleep
are more tired, people who are tired tend to make careless
mistakes while driving, and people who make such mistakes
are more likely to get into car accidents. In fact, studies have
shown the exact opposite of what DST proponents claim
about car accidents. Also, it is not just car accidents, but heart
attacks spike the Monday after the time change as well. It
is safe to assume that the loss of human life outweighs any
potential economic benefit of DST.
Even for those amongst us who do prioritize economic
benefit over human life, the effects of DST are not
unambiguously positive. While certain outdoor industries
may benefit from the time change, the loss of sleep affects
workers from all sectors of the economy. Put simply, people
who are more tired are less productive. Furthermore, the
majority of the world does not implement the time change,
and the countries that do vary considerably amongst

themselves. For example, a weekly conference call scheduled
at noon in Houston with someone from Mexico City would
shift from Central Standard Time to Central Daylight Time
and back in less than a month, even though both the cities
are geographically in the same time zone. In an increasingly
internationalized world, the complications resulting from the
time change are the last thing people need. As people become
more aware of these facts, the prospect of change increases.
In many ways, Michigan is positioned to lead the country
in the transition from DST. For one, our state is on the
western most boundary of the Eastern time zone. As such,
the awkwardness we would experience from being the only
state in the time zone not to implement the time change would
be mitigated by the fact that we are also near major hubs in
the Central Time Zone including Chicago and Milwaukee.
So, we would essentially be alternating between Central and
Eastern time zones as the states and provinces around us
change their schedule. This time last year, Representative Jeff
Irwin introduced legislation that would opt Michigan out of
the time change; however, it will need grass roots advocacy
before the change is implemented. The key is to make our
lawmakers aware that we actually want such a change. A
good first step is to find and contact your state legislators
directly, and while your individual inquiry may not have a
direct impact, the voices of many cannot be ignored. Should
the legislators fail to act, there is always the possibility of
putting a measure directly on the ballot. In any case, there are
plenty of avenues for our state to opt out of DST.
For most, DST is nothing more than another inconvenient
fact of life, but it is so much more. Imposing such a drastic
change on the entire society inevitably has consequences, of
which some are deadly. Additionally, many of the reasons
for its initial implementation are no longer applicable. As it
stands, the only way for the country to move away from DST
is state by state, and Michigan has potential to be a leader in
this regard. Even though it may seem daunting, it is probably
the only public policy issue with such a simple solution. It
is up to us whether or not we will continue to tolerate this
practice.
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Hudson Café

By alyssa dorchak
Guest Writer

Options like sweet or savory, light or hearty, eggs Benedict or pancakes and coffee or
mimosas are a foodie’s demise when going on weekend brunch escapades. It is certainly the
ultimate dilemma when analyzing the menu of downtown Detroit’s Hudson Café.
Located on Woodward Avenue near Dan Gilbert’s One Campus Martius building, Hudson
Café is a weekend hotspot serving up innovative, sinful and delectable brunch dishes catering
to every taste bud imaginable.
Being the foodie that I am, Hudson Cafe had been on my list of places to go to and I decided
that Valentine’s Day Brunch would be the perfect occasion to try it out. I scoured the menu for
days weighing out all of my options, and with what my eyes were reading, the anticipation grew
each and every day.
When I arrived at the cafe, I opened the doors to a sea of locals waiting to get a table. Couples,
families and people alike waited in the lounge area, overlooking the restaurant. Waiters and
staff were hustling and serving up trays of hot-off-the-griddle classics and brunch staples. With
an average wait time of an hour, due to the special occasion, guests could also grab a hot cup of
coffee or a flavored latte from the coffee bar.
As I stood waiting, the aromas of maple syrup, bacon, and coffee filled the restaurant. I could
faintly hear the sizzling of hot pans and griddles and forks and knives clinking on the dishes,
signaling delicious meals being enjoyed. My mouth was salivating at the sight and smell of the
plates being served and I knew that it would be worth the wait.
My eyes traced the walls, looking at the vivid, cartoon-like murals of cracked eggs, a coffee
press, omelets, French toast and steaming cups of coffee. Vibrant colors filled the restaurant,
but was balanced with the use of simple wooden tables and chairs. The seating area was open,
allowing for big groups to have a meal together or just an intimate party of two.
What my eyes also laid on while I was waiting was the menu, my empty stomach grumbled,
which was perfect timing because time was up and it was time to eat. With menu in hand, I sat
down and looked at my options once more.
There were classics like buttermilk pancakes, Eggs Benedict, and The Traditional—two
eggs, choice of meat, served with toast, fruit or house potatoes. While their traditional dishes
are great, it’s their unique menu items that makes your eyes widen and your taste buds tingle.
Hudson Café serves up sweet, fluffy stacks of pancakes ranging from flavors like Red
Velvet with a cream cheese drizzle and a dusting of cocoa powder, to Cinnabunn and Oreo.
They also have sweet and savory crepes, a variety of French toast options, including a Hudson
Café favorite — Very Berry Stuffed French Toast, a loaded stack of French toast that’s stuffed
with banana cream cheese, topped with fresh berries and berry compote. Their waffles are
also popular, especially their Fried Chicken & Waffle. Vegan and vegetarian options are also
available.
If you lean towards savory brunch meals, Hudson Café creates different variations of Eggs
Benedict such as Florentine Eggs Benedict served with tomato slices, baby spinach, and
hollandaise. Their Pesto Benny is a grilled English muffin with a homemade pine nut basil
pesto, sautéed spinach, mozzarella and tomato with two perfectly poached eggs on top.
The restaurant also makes unique omelet combinations, all of which are served with toast

and a choice of fresh fruit, cheesy grits or house potatoes.
If breakfast isn’t what you’re looking for, lunch items like fresh salads and sandwiches are
available as well.
So what menu items caught my fancy? Well, I decided on the Chunky Monkey Pancakes and
the Thanksgiving Omelet. The pancakes, which were equivalent to the size of my head, were
stuffed with chunks of banana, topped with caramel, white chocolate chips and slices of banana.
The pancakes were light and fluffy, but not too overwhelmingly sweet — truly an indulgence.
The Thanksgiving Omelet, which consisted of turkey sausage, spinach, cranberries and
Swiss cheese, was absolutely delicious. It might sound like a weird combination for an omelet,

Photos by Alyssa Dorchak/MJ

but the flavors of the different ingredients complimented each other very well. The tart, sweet
flavor from the cranberries paired with the mild taste of the Swiss cheese balanced each other
out perfectly and when combined with the smokiness from the turkey sausage, it brought me
back to my Thanksgiving dinner.
The Hudson Café has no limits when it comes to bold flavors and big portions. The popular
brunch destination is a must try. Whether you have a sweet tooth like myself, or you’re an eggs
and toast breakfast person, Detroit’s Hudson Café will deliver taste and you will be leaving
satisfied — just be sure to come ready with an empty stomach.
Hudson Café is located at 1241 Woodward Ave. in Detroit.

Damn, Macklemore! Back at it Again
With the White… Privilege?
By Jessica perez
Staff Writer

It was 10 years ago that rapper Ben Haggerty (Macklemore)
first released the song “White Privilege,” where he expressed
a conflicted outlook on his place within hip-hop culture. In the
heat of today’s Black Lives Matter movement, Haggerty knew
this was the perfect time to revive the song, now with a fresh
perspective and the help of many other collaborators. He and
Ryan Lewis close their newest album with an uncomfortably
real, nine-minute sequel: “White Privilege 2.”
The album, This Unruly Mess I’ve Made, has been in progress for almost two years and was officially released on Feb. 26.
Its 13 tracks feature a plethora of supporting artists, including
Ed Sheeran, Chance the Rapper, Leon Bridges, Carla Morrison,
Kool Moe Dee and a dozen more. Actor Idris Elba even makes
an appearance in “Dance Off” with his best Vincent Price impression, making it sound like it just may be the “Thriller” of
our generation.
This Unruly Mess I’ve Made is, in true Macklemore fashion,
a 50/50 combination of introspective poetry and utter ridiculousness. The subject matter bounces back and forth from lighthearted to heavy, which allows the rapper to deliver specific

pills, pointing the finger of blame at big pharmaceutical companies as well as the doctors who write excessive prescriptions
to push certain drugs on kids (Adderall, Xanax, OxyContin,
etc.). This, along with the track “Need to Know,” serves as a
reminder that there is no quick fix to life’s problems; no amount
of drugs, alcohol or money will ever be enough to make you
feel complete, so don’t waste time chasing the wrong things.
“Growing Up” is dedicated to Macklemore’s 10-month-old
daughter, Sloane Ava Simone Haggerty. Here, he lays out his
questions and anticipations of parenthood, leaving some fatherly advice for when Sloane gets older. The song, “Light Tunnels,” gives an honest, firsthand look at Macklemore’s Grammy
experience, which he describes as fake, narcissistic and commercial.
Some of the album’s goofiest rhymes and catchiest hooks
can be found on tracks like “Downtown,” “Brad Pitt’s Cousin,”
and “Let’s Eat,” – a profession of a man’s unconditional love of
food. I’m sure we can all connect with this one on a deep level.
Overall, I would say that Macklemore and Ryan Lewis took
Photo courtesy of thesource.com
on the challenge of balancing entertainment and social activism
overdose in his song, “Kevin.” He widens the focus of his lens with their new album, and they succeed in a creative, sincere
to examine America’s problem with the abuse of prescription way.
messages on issues important to him without making the album
a total bummer.
Macklemore opens up about losing his little brother to a drug
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Deadpool Knocks Competition Dead
By sarah shurge
Guest Writer

As a Marvel movie enthusiast, I’m always thrilled when another film is added to the collection. Over spring break I decided
to see the newest release, Deadpool, and I was not disappointed.
After an intriguing opening sequence in which we get a taste of the essence of who Deadpool is as he destroys a convoy carrying
his archenemy, Ajax (Ed Skrein), the majority of the film plays out in flashbacks. Throughout the flashbacks, we learn that Wade
Wilson (Ryan Reynolds) is a former Special Forces operative who now works as a mercenary. Wilson comically narrates the
movie and strings you along to believe this is a love story between him and his girlfriend Vanessa (Morena Baccarin) until he
is diagnosed with late-stage cancer and agrees to submit to the testing of the Weapon X program, which supposedly would save
his life. Wilson is experimented on by Ajax, who tortures, disfigures and transforms him into a mutant with accelerated healing
and enhanced fighting powers. After a dramatic and violent fight scene in a burning building, Wilson escapes and takes on the
name Deadpool, and with help from his friend Weasel (T.J. Miller), trains to hunt down Ajax who is the only hope in fixing his
appearance so he can return to Vanessa.
Though the film had a relatively straightforward storyline – boy meets girl, boy falls in love with girl, tragedy strikes, a
poor-choice is made and someone is wronged – which evolves into an equally straightforward tale of revenge, the movie is
refreshingly laced with humor to help move the plot along and make it feel one of a kind.
While Deadpool is the most unconventional anti-hero, as displayed throughout the movie, violently murdering those who
have done him wrong, he is comically placed in the most unexpected situations for a costumed character such as taking a cab,
doing his laundry or relaxing at home while his blind elderly roommate attempts to build IKEA furniture.
In the end, with help from two X-Men allies, Negasonic Teenage Warhead (Brianna Hildebrand) and Colossus (voiced by
Stefan Kapicic), Deadpool hunts down Ajax with intent to kill him and is faced with a choice of being a hero or not.
With its R-rating for strong violence and language throughout, sexual content and graphic nudity, this movie was not made for
someone with a queasy stomach or a low tolerance to sarcastic humor, one-liners and put-downs. However, if that’s your cup of
tea, it is one I would recommend seeing, as I laughed along with every joke. It is not your traditional Marvel movie for the kids,
and there will probably never be another like it.

Photo courtesy of olddominionband.com
UM-Dearborn alum Trevor Rosen and his band, Old
Dominion, are set to play The Fillmore in Detroit on
Thursday.

Upcoming
Music

Thurdsay, March 10
Old Dominion @ The Fillmore
Aaron Lewis @ MotorCity Sound Board
Friday, March 11
Citizen @ The Crofoot
Dr. Dog @ St. Andrews Hall
Saturday, March 12
Chelsea Grin @ The Shelter
Excision @ The Fillmore
Andra Day @ St. Andrews Hall
Sunday, March 13
Carly Rae Jepsen @ St. Andrews Hall
Photo courtesy of foxmovies.com
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Get to Know:
Michigan Aeronautical Science Association
By TERRY LAKINS
Student Life Editor

The Michigan Aeronautical Science
Association is a student organization that
focuses on designing, building and launching
rockets. This organization, loosely referred
to as the “rocket club,” is well defined
for the challenge, hard work and different
components members have to endure for
a rocket to reach full completion. Unlike
other organizations, which usually have a
strong social scene, MASA is all business
and is very focused on reaching its ultimate
goal. Chris Bargman, the president of the
organization, feels MASA gives members
a place where like-minded people can work
together to create something great.
“It’s about giving students an
opportunity to explore interests in space
and aeronautical,” Bargman said. “There’s
really nowhere else at the school to do this.”
Bargman said the members are split
into two main groups when working on
the rocket. The first group focuses on the
mechanical side of things, which includes
overall design, basic measurements and
preparations to make everything structurally
sound so the rocket can launch. The second
group focuses on the electronic side of things,
also known as avionics when dealing with
any form of aircraft. This includes heavy
research on the necessary components such
as microprocessors, pressure, temperature,
UV radiation and possible visual processing.
Bargman said the process of building a
full scale rocket also requires members to
build a similar but smaller rocket first for
testing purposes. Once the members get
the results they want from the smaller test
rocket they set out to build the actual full
scale rocket. Members make this happen by
having weekly meetings, setting goals and
collaborating with each other.
Bargman said once the group finishes
their goal they want to compete in rocket
based competitions, where participants
launch their rocket one mile above ground
and conduct research and a full analysis.

Bargman also said they specifically want
to compete at the NASA student launch
competition in Huntsville, Alabama.
“I picked this competition because you get
to follow real NASA engineers,” Bargman
said. “If you have interest in NASA or the
space research industry as a whole, you’re
not gonna get better experience where
you can interact with their engineers and
programs.”
Bargman said in the future, the
organization will do test runs with the
Jackson Model Rocketry Club, which will
give members the chance to mingle with
other like-minded people in the same field.
Raquel De La Garza, a member of MASA,
said working towards making a rocket is
a growth process and often the first set of
ideas may not work.
“Part of being innovative is trying things.
If [it] doesn’t work, you try different things.
It’s part of the process.” Garza said.
While being forced to take a different
direction can be frustrating, it also forces
members to think outside of the box. Garza
also said the process of learning how to
reroute and regroup in a different direction
is a skill in itself.
“People in MASA come with different
skill levels, backgrounds, styles of thinking
and points of view,” Garza said. “But they
all come and work together because of their
enthusiasm for the process.”
While this organization is fairly new,
Bargman said he hopes the group will grow
in time and hopes to get a member with a
background in business or public relations,
for promotional purposes and a corporate
sponsorship. Bargman also said no prior
knowledge in any particular field is needed
to join, but it is highly recommended.
Bargman encourages anyone with an
interest in microprocessors, embedded
systems, mechanical engineering, aerospace
engineering, electrical engineering or
business to check the organization out.
Anyone interested in MASA can contact
them at cbargman@umich.edu.

Orthodox Christian
Fellowship To Hold
Religious Discussion
By TERRY LAKINS
Student Life Editor

The Orthodox Christian Fellowship is
hosting “A Religious Approach to Religious
Tolerance” on Tuesday, March 15 from 5:30
- 7 p.m. in CASL 1030.
This come-and-go event involves Father
Anthony Cook, an Orthodox Priest, having

a discussion on the importance of religious
tolerance and not abandoning your religion
in the pursuit of being tolerant. The Orthodox
Church will include a short intro and Cook
will hold a question and answer session
towards the end. Free food will be provided.
All students are welcome.

Photos courtesy of MASA
Basic rocket mechanical design and plan in progress for launch.

Proffesional or Not,
Get A Headshot
By TERRY LAKINS
Student Life Editor

The Public Relations Student Society
of America is hosting their Professional
Headshot Fundraiser on Wednesday, March 9
at 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. on the University Center
stage in the University Center.

This event will let students, staff and
faculty get a professional headshot photo
taken for a portfolio or website. Jeff Thomas,
a professional photographer, will be the
photographer for the event. A suggested
donation is $5 and all proceeds support
PRSSA.
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Season Review: Women’s Hoops’
Record Overshadows Midseason Spark

Photo Courtesy of Daniel Salva
A few Wolverines have a talk during a game against Winona State. Wolverines defeated the Warriors 11-9.

Ricky Lindsay/MJ
The Wolverines line up for the National Anthem against Albion at the Crisler Center.

By JERAMY STOVER
Sports Editor
@JStover96

At the end of the season,
your record determines what
adjective best describes the
year. And this holds true for
the University of MichiganDearborn women’s basketball
team.
Finishing with a 2-27 (2-20
Wolverine-Hoosier Athletic
Conference) record, the correct adjective to describe the
Wolverines’ season is rough.
But if you look behind the
record – which only matters
as much as you want it to –
you can find a brighter light.
After going winless in
their first 17 games of the
season, a coaching change
was made. Dymetrius Ware
was benched, and checking in
came a guy with no collegiate
head coaching experience —
Jordan Sweeney.
As I walked into the gym
just after halftime at Madonna on Jan. 13 – Sweeney’s
first game with the ladies – I
looked up at the scoreboard
and saw what I normally saw.
UM-Dearborn trailing by
more than 20 points.
But once I sat down and
watched the rest of the game,
it was clear that this team
wasn’t the same team that it
was just days ago. And while
the differences were subtle,
they were still improvements.
It didn’t take long for those
improvement to turn into results. In just their fourth game
under Sweeney, the Wolverines defeated Marygrove on
its own court.
Then after another string of
losses – some close and some
not so close – UM-Dearborn
would end its season with a
73-52 thrashing of Aquinas.
The win would jump the
Wolverines out of last place
in the conference. Oddly
enough, with as many losses
as UM-Dearborn had, both of
its wins were by more than 20
points.
It was a season you want to
forget, but had an ending you
will certainly remember.
Let’s hand out some
awards.
Team MVP: Megan Swick
This was a tough decision.
There was a couple serious
contenders for the team’s
most valuable player. But I
decided to go with the sophomore captain because her performance had a big impact on
the result of the game. There
was no hiding when Swick
played better, her team looked
better.

Swick led the team in
points, averaging 10.2 per
game. She didn’t hit a great
number of her shots but made
some of the most memorable
ones of the season. On Jan. 20
at the Fieldhouse, the Wolverines had the ball down three
to Northwestern Ohio. With
18 seconds left, Swick nailed
a triple to send the game into
overtime. The home crowd
was electrified and it put the
conference on notice that this
team was no longer going to
be pushed around.
Marisa Sauve certainly
deserves to be a part of this
conversation as well. It can
be argued she was the most
consistent player on the team
and had a bigger weight to lift
when fellow forward Emily
Heinrich missed part of the
season due to an injury.
Sweeney should get some
votes for this award as well.
A coach being named team
MVP does come off as odd,
I agree, but you cannot deny
the numbers that back the
argument. Essentially all important team statistics were
improved once Sweeney took
over.
Rookie of the Year: Kendall Rose
Rose started the most
games and played the most
minutes of any girl on the
team. And she took advantage
of the time on the floor. She
finished second on the team
in points (8.4) and rebounds
(5.2) per game all while leading the team in blocks.
Rose was useful both near
the basket and on the perimeter. Both of her field goal and
three-point field goal percentages were above 30 the only
player to achieve that who
played more than 13 games.
With three more years left
in her career, there is plenty of
time for Rose to grow. With
a good offseason and an improved sophomore campaign,
she can blossom into one of
the better players in the conference.
Hustler of the Year:
Marisa Sauve/Lauron Sanders
I think it’s necessary to
give this award to two players. Sauve is the bulldog of
the team. Like the classic
90’s song Tubthumping says,
she got knocked down but
then got up again. She led
the team in double-doubles,
highlighted by a 16 point
and 17 rebound game against
Marygrove. With not being
the tallest nor the most ath-

letic girl on the team, Sauve
took on the job of guarding
the opponent’s biggest player.
And somehow, she usually
found a way to hold her own.
Sanders deserves recognition as well. Her numbers
never stand out on the box
score but her scrappiness on
the court stood out on its own.
Listed as the shortest member
on the team, she still found
ways to haul down rebounds
against some of the biggest
players on the other team.
And if there was a loose ball
near her, you knew Sanders
was going to dive and fight
for the ball.
Looking Ahead
To be quite frank, this team
needs to get better – a lot better. Even with an encouraging end to the season, they
still only won two games all
year. Now the positive side of
things is the entire roster was
sophomores and freshmen. So
the Wolverines aren’t losing
anyone of importance.
But the team needs improvement in many areas
especially shooting. UMDearborn finished 11th in the
conference in both field goal
and three-point field goal
percentage. It also found itself last in points per game,
five points behind the team in
front of it.
A great offseason can help
this team but I think recruiting
will be mightily important.
The Wolverines need to add a
point guard who can run the
floor and a couple shooters
who can knock down some
shots. Too many times the
Wolverines struggled to shoot
at a respectable rate, and once
they got down by 10-or-more
points, it was extremely difficult for them to climb back
into games.
Whoever is the next head
coach will play a big role as
well. With Ware being officially removed from the
position the door is now
open for someone to replace
him. Sweeney is the obvious
choice, if he wants to come
back. Not only did he improve the team, but the girls
embraced him and a bond was
definitely formed.
If Sweeney comes back
I think the Wolverines will
have a better shot at being in
the middle of the pack in the
conference next season. If it’s
a new coach, we will have
to wait and see. But no matter who is running this team
there is nowhere for them to
go but up.

Lacrosse Splits
Tennessee Road Trip
By JERAMY STOVER
Sports Editor
@JStover96

A few University of Michigan-Dearborn teams
got to get out of the cool snowy state of Michigan
over spring break and the lacrosse team was one
of them.
The Wolverines traveled to Tennessee late last
week for a pair of games over the weekend. UMDearborn would end up splitting those games but
only one would count in the standings.
On Friday the Wolverines defeated Tennessee
Wesleyan 15-10, but the game was only a scrimmage and doesn’t go in the official standings as
a win.
It was an even game at halftime as both teams
tallied five goals in the first two quarters.
In the second half, the Wolverines defense got
the team going in the right direction with some
key plays. The Bulldogs took a couple of penalties
in the second half as well and UM-Dearborn was
able to capitalize.
UM-Dearborn outscored the Bulldogs 6-2 in
the fourth quarter to finish them off and start their
trip off on the right foot.
Assistant coach Mike Wagner was happy to
see his team finish off a game successfully.
“We have really stressed finishing games, and
we did just that. Tennessee Wesleyan got into
some penalty trouble in the second half which allowed us to possess the ball and start to build a
lead,” Wagner said. “We valued each possession
and worked through our offensive sets to get good
shots and take advantage of weakness in their defense.”
The Wolverines were led by their big time
players as Brendan Salva tallied five goals, while
Hannibal Roda scored four of his own.
Other goal scorers were Matthew Rosteck (3),
Mitchell Stapleton (2), Anders Rasmussen and
Gerald Belanger each scored a goal as well.
Wagner praised his junior captain Roda for
having an impressive game. Roda recorded three
assists to go along with his four goals.
“(Roda) showed his balance and unselfish play,
but also knew when to strike and take advantage
of scoring opportunities, especially with a man
advantage,” Wagner said.
Goalie David Stephanoff made eight saves in
the contest and helped his defense keep the Bulldogs offense quiet late in the game.
On Saturday, the Wolverines fell victim to Savannah College of Art and Design 13-6.
Like the previous day, it was a close game at
halftime with UM-Dearborn trailing 7-5. But this
time around it was the Wolverines (2-2) offense
that would be kept quiet in the second half.
The Bees (3-3) only allowed the Wolverines to

ACHA Nationals
continued from page 1
The pressure the Wolverine offense was able to put on
the Bronchos was quickly put
to rest, as Central Oklahoma
scored two goals in the last two
minutes of the first period to
take a one goal lead into the intermission.
The wheels began to fall
off from the Wolverines at that
point.
The Wolverines committed
49 minutes of penalties in the
second period of a chippy game,
including three players being
tossed from the game.

find the back of the net once in the last two quarters while scoring six goals of their own.
Wagner said the third quarter was tough on his
team as the Bees controlled possession of the ball
for much of the quarter.
“[The] third quarter was tough because SCAD
was so patient with the ball. They possessed the
ball for so long and kept our defense on the field
seemingly forever,” Wagner said. “They recovered well on missed shots, swarmed on the ground
balls and valued their possessions. They made
sure to take high percentage shots and not to force
anything. They were very disciplined on offense.”
Stapleton continued his hot streak scoring three
goals during the game. Roda and Rasmussen also
recorded a goal each.
Freshman midfielder Alex Gjokaj scored his
first career goal for the Wolverines.
Wagner explained that the main struggle didn’t
come from one specific unit but the team did have
one serious problem.
“Our struggles came when clearing the ball.
Our defense played well, the goalie played well,
but we failed to get the ball out of our defensive
zone,” Wagner said. “This allowed more and
more possession time for SCAD, and you just
can’t overcome that. Eventually it will catch up
with you, and you will break.”
Junior defenseman Charlie Miller received
high praise from Wagner for having numerous
takeaway checks and maintaining his composure
as the game slipped away.
Stephanoff recorded a season-high 14 saves
during the game and his effort didn’t go unnoticed
by his coaches.
“The score seems lopsided, but (Stephanoff)
didn’t let in any soft goals and really kept us within striking distance for most of the game.” Wagner
said.
With the team returning from Tennessee after
the pair of weekend games, they won’t have to
travel away from home for nearly a month.
UM-Dearborn usually schedules their out of
state trip at the beginning of the season but choose
to go a different route this year. Wagner thinks
this is a positive because now the team will know
more about themselves after the yearly trip.
“I think we are much farther along this season
than at this time last year. In years past we would
schedule his trip to be our first games but instead
we wanted to come down here having played a
few games and gaining some experience,” Wagner said.
“We’re five games into the season now, instead
of two. So we know more about ourselves and we
should be in midseason form when the brutal part
of our schedule begins.”

Nic LaBurn was ejected for
an egregious slash, McFarland
was ejected for “abuse of the officials,” and Troy Saunders was
sent out for deliberately clearing
the puck into the Central Oklahoma bench.
The Wolverines allowed
three goals in the second period
and three more goals in the third
period, as they were on the penalty kill for a vast majority of
both.
Players, fans and coaches
were upset about the officiating in the game, as lack of postwhistle calls early in the contest
allowed for the game to get out

of hand.
Haltinner was unavailable to
comment after the game.
The Wolverines finished the
season with a 22-5-4 record on
the season, and won the GLCHL
conference playoffs.
Last season the Wolverines
finished 18-22, and lost in the
first round of the conference
playoffs.

Alva T. Earley
P.O. Box 303
La Junta, CO 81050-0303
(719) 468-2607
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Photos by Ricky Lindsay/MJ
UM-Dearborn hockey during its two games at the ACHA National Tournament. The Wolverines made it to the second round before losing 8-1 to Central Oklahoma.

Lindsay: Though Nationals Loss
Season Preview: Softball
Stings, Hockey in Great Shape
Looks to Take Next Step After
Moving Forward
Historic 2015 Season
By JACK VANASSCHE
Staff Writer
@JackVanAssche

Experience with success had not been
something the University of Michigan- Dearborn softball team was familiar with in previous seasons.
Now, following a historic 2015 season, the
Wolverines are poised to take the next step toward a conference championship.
Coming off of a very successful year in
2015 in which they reached the conference
championship game for the first time in school
history, the Wolverines are still eager to improve.
Sophomore Jordan Ewald talked about the
effect the championship game loss had on her
team going forward.
“Of course we had the taste of losing but
we really left with a sense of confidence and a
new sense of fire within us. It kind of gave us
the idea that yes we can and will do this and
we’re ready to start right now.”
While last season’s 26-25 overall record
was a huge improvement from previous years,
the team will not find themselves complacent.
The Wolverines finished fourth in the Wolverine-Hoosier Athletic Conference in 2015
going 11-7 in conference play. Against the
three teams in front of them in the standings,
the Wolverines were a mere 2-6.
Senior Nicole Payne said improving against
the top of the conference is “absolutely” a goal
for the Wolverines heading into the new season.
But the room for improvement is endless in
her eyes.
“Our goal is constant improvement - not
only season to season, but also game to game,”
said Payne. “We know what our team is capable of and the talent that we have.”

This year, the Wolverines travel down to
Arizona rather than Florida to play 24 games
over an eight day period at the Tucson Invitational.
Such a tiring schedule will surely require a
full team effort. Luckily, the Wolverines have
promising underclassmen to go along with
their senior-studded lineup.
Along with the nine freshmen on the team
are sophomores coming off of breakout debut
seasons.
Sophomore Jordan Ewald, who was second
on the team in runs batted in, could be a force
at the plate. Sophomore pitcher Gina Verduzco
and her fellow sophomore and battery-mate
Ellie Kauten could be keys to success for the
Wolverines in 2016.
The underclassmen will have a great chance
to learn and develop under seven seniors on
the team.
Nicole Payne described the luxury of having so many seniors.
“Having seniors, and I’m actually one of
them, gives us a lot of leadership. Our job as
seniors is to set the standard and examples
for the underclassmen. Not only that, but being seniors gives us an extra drive to win and
make the most of this season so we can go out
on top. That type of drive and determination is
contagious.”
Leading the seniors will be head coach
Scott Combs, entering his third year at the
helm. Following his team’s success in 2015,
Combs was awarded UM-Dearborn Coach of
the Year honors.
With the talent that UM-Dearborn has on
their diamond and in their dugout, the Wolverines could be wildly successful if they execute.
If the Wolverines play as they have shown
they are capable of, they will be one of the
teams to be reckoned with in 2016.

By RICKY LINDSAY
Editor in Chief
@RLinds35

The University of Michigan-Dearborn hockey team’s
best season in nearly a decade
came crashing down in one
of the worst, most humbling
ways possible.
The Wolverines were
slaughtered 8-1 by Central
Oklahoma Friday in round
two of the ACHA National
Tournament. Three Wolverines were ejected in a negligent second period which saw
several aggressive interactions with opposition and officials. The level of talent separating them from defending
national champion Central
Oklahoma — who boasted
many foreign-born players —
was evident.
But for as poor as UMDearborn’s exit from the national tournament went, optimism still exists for why the
team’s best years are ahead.
Barring attrition, the Wolverines return all but two
players from this year’s roster — Ryan Kelly and Kevin
Filthaut. This is a significant
chunk of the team’s future
success and should allow

head coach Chris Haltinner to
sleep well at night.
Leading the charge is captain Ryan Urso, who has two
years remaining and was by
far the team’s best defender.
Second-year player Jeff McFarland is right up there, playing a full season after missing
time in the second half last
year.
Andrew Palushaj and Nate
Ferris were able to break out
in year two to become formidable options at wing and
goalie, respectively. And who
could forget Tyler Groat,
the freshman who quickly
evolved into a phenom and
No. 1 scoring threat for
UM-Dearborn before being
shelved in January due to injury.
But it isn’t just a returning roster that can help UMDearborn take the next step;
that it played down the stretch
against some top-notch, national tournament teams is a
reason for optimism.
The Wolverines could have
folded once Groat went down
in the second of four games
against Adrian. It’s never easy
for a team to replace its top
scorer, especially when the
pressure of winning becomes
heavier as the season reaches
its end.
But they managed to buckle down and play team-oriented hockey centered around
strong goaltender play. UM-

Dearborn knocked down
Adrian and Davenport — two
highly-ranked teams — in the
GLCHL tournament, proving it’s a force to be reckoned
with next season.
And, most importantly, its
play down the stretch helped
seal its first national tournament appearance for the first
time since 2007, which is a
huge accomplishment in year
three of the Haltinner regime.
Although it wasn’t the result the team had hoped for,
it’s something it can build
upon. Haltinner can now go
on the recruiting trail with his
Block M in hand, sell kids on
the chance at competing for
lots of hardware and championship rings, and for the first
time in his three years as the
team’s head coach, have those
claims legitimized.
And the experience for the
current players of just playing
in win-or-go-home hockey
games on the league’s biggest
stage is significant. They’ve
been there now. They now
know what to expect, and
what it takes, to play championship-quality hockey.
So while the 7-goal loss to
Central Oklahoma still stings,
there’s no reason to remain
somber. The Wolverines are
in their best situation in over
a decade, and next year, it
could be them hoisting a national tournament trophy on
the big stage.

